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The Fact’ory
NEWSLETTER OF THE LITHGOW SMALL ARMS FACTORY MUSEUM

Year in review
Year 2018 has been a remarkable year for the Museum.
Our sincere thanks and gratitude go the many hardworking volunteers and supporters for their commitment
and dedication and without them, the Museum ceases
to function.
I’m truly grateful for the contribution made by all and it
is pleasing to witness the continuing positive sentiments
of our visitors.
In some ways, the Museum is on the verge of
‘reinventing itself’. While we continue to be Australia’s
premier exhibitor and collector of firearms, our foray into
exhibiting precision machine tools has been met with
satisfying visitor feedback.
Our future direction involves not only the linkage
between firearms and machine tools, but also telling
the human stories to fully showcase the tremendous
industrial heritage of the Lithgow Small Arms Factory.
The year’s highlights include:
• Continual upswing in visitor numbers with
annual visitations increasing to almost 10 000
– the largest annual increase in the Museum’s
history
• Recognition by government for improving
infrastructure and facilities at the Museum site,
the pinnacle of which was the $100 000 grant
by the NSW Government in August towards the
General Machine Shop (GMS) improvements.
Significant effort has gone into securing external
funding and the Museum is confident it will
continue to attract funds to carry out much
needed improvements in coming years

on happenings and initiatives. Ongoing,
our website and social media platforms will
be improved as we look to expanding our
marketing effort
• Ongoing augmentation of our firearms, object,
archival and machinery collections
• Nomination of the Museum archives for listing
on UNESCO’s Australian Memory of the World
In early December, all going well, we anticipate having
Sergeant Gerard Dutton (Ballistics Section – Forensic
Services, Tasmania Police) as our guest speaker
where he will present on some of the more interesting
and challenging ballistics investigations he has been
involved with over many years, where his evidence was
vital to court proceedings.
Thank you again to all for an exciting year.
Donna White
Custodian
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What is a museum?
What is a museum and what is its function? There are
academic descriptions aplenty, but here is another
approach. A museum’s different roles and functions are
often complimentary, but not always.

“Interactive” was the buzzword and displays and labels
were dumbed down. The number of objects for visitors
to appreciate greatly reduced and for many, the joy and
wonder were gone.

A museum is a place to look after objects, both
precious and everyday, and keep them safe in the best
conditions possible.

Many museums today are taking back their traditional
roles of education and preservation. With the benefit
of today’s education and the internet, museum goers
are generally more informed. They are looking for an
experience from their visit that could include a meal or
a coffee break, research, a special presentation, or a bit
of shopping.

But if the objects are locked away no one has the
pleasure of learning about them, so a display method is
needed that compromises between care of the objects
and human interaction with them. This includes not only
showcases and labels, but also interpretation, design,
lighting, climate control, space and security.
A museum is an educator. Early museums took this role
very seriously at a time when many people didn’t have
a formal education. Objects were carefully arranged in
sequence to educate and stimulate visitors.
Some decades back, it became popular thought
that museums needed to compete with fun parks,
and museums tried to become entertainers instead.

A sign that a museum is working, is when complete
strangers strike up a conversation about an exhibit,
or they go away seeking additional information on a
subject they had not previously considered interesting.
These are the people who will tell their friends that they
must visit.
All visitors deserve to go away feeling their time with us
was worthwhile - it is our mission to make that happen.
Don’t forget, enthusiasm is infectious.

The grants front
For much of this year, we’ve gone all out to secure funding for a variety of things to improve and upgrade facilities of
the Museum and the adjoining General Machine Shop (GMS) and cafeteria.
We’ve submitted ten proposals, with nine involving funding – in all, almost $550 000 in external funding has been
sought. The status on these is in the table below.
Name / Organisation

Amount
Sought*

Amount Granted*

Usage

Heritage Activation Grant /
NSW Govt

$100 000

$100 000

General Machine Shop upgrade (roof, windows, floor and
guttering)

Community Heritage Grant
/ National Library

$5170

Decision pending

Museum preservation needs assessments

NSW Club Grants / NSW
Govt

$134 900

Unsuccessful

Install of disability lift and external metal mesh on external
façade of Museum

UNESCO Australian Memory of the World / UNESCO

Non-monetary

Decision pending

UNESCO World listing of the Museum’s archive collection

Community Building Partnership / NSW Govt

$12 570

Decision pending

Museum heating and repair / upgrade of cafeteria roofing
and hot water system

NSW Club Grants / NSW
Govt

$82 300

Decision pending

Install of metal mesh on external façade of Museum and
interior window panelling

Building Improvement
Program / Museums and
Galleries NSW

$10080

$10080

Repointing, repair and repainting of Museum’s external steel
frame windows

Regional Cultural Fund /
NSW Govt

$190 800

Decision pending

Procurement and install of display cabinets, interpretative
panels and murals, touch screens, disability lift, security
doors and removal of internal wall panelling.

Volunteer Grants / Australian Govt

$5000

Decision pending

Purchase of appliances and provision of training, including
first-aid

Energy Australia Community Grants

$6500

Decision pending

Procurement and install of the remembrance plaque, procurement of self-service touch screen with in-built computer

*Amounts rounded
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Muse news
Grants for LSAFM

Destination bus blind
Laraine Simson recently
donated this magnificent
bus destination blind
on behalf of her late
husband “Simmo”.

Renzo’s golden bolt action pen has been working
overtime applying for grants, with great success.
The Museum has obtained a Heritage Near Me
Activation Grant from the NSW Government and a
Building Improvement grant from M&G NSW.
The prime focus now for the Museum is to get on
the job of executing the Heritage Activation Grant of
$100 000 for the GMS building as this work is required
to be completed by April 2019.
Our volunteers have started on refurbishing and
cleaning the inside of the building, with external
contractors due to begin external works from late
November.
In parallel we will commence the repair and restoring of
the Museum’s external steel window frames and sills in
December.
Another Machine Comes Home
Donna and Kerrry travelled to Mona Vale in attrocious
weather to collect a 3-spindle sensitive drill that
was donated to the Museum by Bob Moran of “The
Discovery Shed”.
Bob puts a lot of time into teaching kids how to enjoy
science and technology and we were amazed by his set
up of vintage machinery, measuring instruments, early
typewriters and other wonderful artefacts of scientific
and technical history.

This blind is a part of
the Factory’s war time
history. During World
War II special bus runs
brought workers from
hostels and boarding
houses in the Blue
Mountains to their daily
work at SAF.
These blinds were rolled
up inside the destination
window on the front
of the bus above the
windscreen and were
hand wound to the correct destination by the driver.
We had admired it for years when it was on display in
Simmo’s Museum out at Glen Davis. After conservation
it will become part of our Factory during WWII display.
Upcoming book on the Lithgow and Slazenger rifles
Kerry and Donna are still working on their book about
the Lithgow and Slazenger sporting rifles made at SAF.
For those who have been enquiring about when it will
be available, the answer is: not as soon as we’d like,
but it’s getting there. We hope to have it out by the end
of this year.
Even as we write,
we are finding
more information,
especially on the
manufacturing
side, and we still
have a lot of
rifles to examine!
If you own a Lithgow sporting rifle we are interested in
the following details for our research:
For single shots and Model 12 and 55 magazine rifles:
serial number; markings under the barrel (woodwork
removed); stock made from a single piece of wood or
two peices glued before profiling? (can be hard to pick the join runs about 1/3 way down from top, from butt to
the trigger guard.)
For the Models 12 and 55: is the serial number etched
onto the bolt body?
For Model 24 Hornet and .410 Shotgun: serial numbers
on top of barrel and receiver; makers details on SMLE
receiver.
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Planning for the future
In September 2018, we submitted a major funding proposal to the NSW Government with the objective to improve
the internal ‘look and feel’ of the Museum (under the NSW Regional Cultural Fund). In our proposal, we provided a
detailed outline of the current and future ‘look and feel’ of the Museum, in particular the internal layout. What follows
is an outline of our thinking.
Case for Improvement
The Museum’s building, a bland 1960s administration
block, doesn’t look like a museum other than the street
signage to that effect. Exhibits in the Museum are
spread over two-floors with some being ‘hidden’ due to
the wall partitioning. During peak times, visitors can feel
‘somewhat cramped’ with the hallway being a case in
point.
The foyer entry is uninviting, the glass partitioning
creating a barrier and also detracting from the inner
foyer display. The rooms off the hallway give a ‘closed’

effect, while some of the displays, notably object based,
look somewhat dated and require interpretation to bring
them to life.
Looking ahead, we expect to operate the Museum, the
General Machine Shop and the cafeteria. The first two
are significant in being able to project displays which
appeal to a wider audience and also distinguishes the
firearms collection from the precision metal working
machinery. This will enable us to ‘tell the story’ of the
Factory in a much better light and emphasise that we
are not just about firearms.

Lower floor current layout

An open-plan layout with more interpretatative labels,
diagrams and digital technology will appreciably
add to the collection and visitors’ experience will be
considerably enhanced.
Major upgrades of the current museum displays involve
removal of the glass partition in the foyer and removal
of partition walls between the current “Commercial
Area” and the adjacent hallway to create an open-plan
area.

Museum in a logical flow, whilst also allowing for those
who’d like to freely choose their own path.
A lift to upper floor will be situated where less mobile
visitors will enter both ground and upper floor displays
such that their path through the museum will be virtually
the same as visitors who use the stairs.
Visitor comfort will be a prime consideration with ample
space around the displays, good-sized legible labels,
rest stops with seating and wayfinding signage.

Layout of displays will lead the visitor around the
lower floor proposed layout
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Planning for the future cont’d ...
The draft plan – Current Museum
The front of the building will be enhanced:
• replacing bushes with more attractive trees
• outside display of old machinery and silhouettes of
workers on the lawn section.
• up-lighting at night to enhance 24-hour appearance
• flags on the five light poles will draw attention.

Security roller shutters on the armoury and firearms
display areas, will increase security and remove
encroachment of doors and iron security gates into
display and access areas. Shutters will be operated by
personal FOBS locally and remotely.

Displays in the revamped foyer will let visitors know that
this museum is about precision manufacturing and the
people who made it happen. A new exhibit, “Precision”,
will show the significance of measurement in high
precision mass production and how manufacture to
tolerances of ten-thousandths of an inch was achieved.
The museum will be divided into seven broad sections
with introductory theme panels for each:
1. A Factory for the Nation: from start to end of WWI
2. The people of the Factory
3. What does an Arms Factory do when there’s no
need for guns
4. The upheaval of WWII
5. SAF Firearms Reference Collection: (the current
arms display)
6. Industrial Evolution: Changes in technology and
management method post WWII
7. Hayes Handgun Gallery
Interactive touch screens will be installed throughout
the Museum where this visual medium is the best
means to deliver the information required. Examples
being the use of touch screens for showing the timeline
of the Factory, in-depth information on selected firearms, and searchable presentation of employee records
of family members who worked at the Factory pre-1942.
The change of designation of the current ‘Gun Room’
to ‘SAF Firearms Reference Collection’ reinforces its
original use as an engineering tool and better ties it
into the Factory’s story. Both it and the Hayes handgun
Gallery will be upgraded with better interpretation and
more seating. Optional self-guided themed tours will
be offered to allow visitors to learn about the ‘guns in
history’, ‘guns in movies’, or ‘guns in games’.
The displays in cabinets in the Hayes Gallery, while
comprehensive for those with a special firearms
interest, can be too comprehensive for other visitors
who would like more basic information about how the
firearms work, who used them, their history and the
more interesting or unusual variations.
Custom-built slide-out visual storage units in an alcove
off the Hayes Gallery will allow us to cater to both: the
specialists can compare variations in the slide out units,
and the display cabinets will be set out for the general
visitor.

Sketch of interactive touch screen timeline of changes
in the Factory site over the years plus information and
photographs of building interiors – how they looked
then, and now. A touchscreen will be placed between
the existing large timber site models on the 2nd floor.

Sketch of visual storage units with touch screen for
further information on each handgun.
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Planning for the future cont’d ...
The draft Plan – General Machine Shop
The GMS Building forms Section 8 of our themes and
will give visitors the real feel of an historic factory floor.
This building will double our current display area - 50
industrial machines from 1910 to end of Government
ownership of the Factory, are on display - some
attached by belting to an overhead drive system and
semi-operational.

GMS displays will highlight Factory sections and
processes including the forge shop, woodwork, press
and barrel departments, investment cast and broaching
processes, metrology section, and drawing office.
The centre section of the GMS will be available for
conference hire and special exhibitions.
The following depictions present a compelling future for
the GMS.

Artist’s concept drawings show machinery one side and exhibits on other. In actual exhibits machines will be
integrated into their sections. eg deep hole drillling and sine bar rifling machines will be part of barrel-making exhibit.
Conference/special functions area. Museum
workshop (left). Catering area (right) set up
with tables and seating when needed. Door
opens to path across to Cafeteria.

Landscaping concept: Museum building far right, Canteen back,
GMS at left.
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Planning for the future cont’d ...
Playing mind games
When Donna and Kerry were devising a better ‘mouse-trap’, ala, how best to capture and present the Museum
displays, they ventured into mind games. Well in fact, they ventured into ‘mind maps’ which involve mapping out
concepts into individual components and putting them into a logical framework. From this, the development of ‘the
story’ begins from which objects are selected and interpretative panels and digital media are produced to tell ‘the
story’.
During their long hours of thinking through the future exhibits of the Museum and the General Machine Shop, they
came up with a series of charts on specific themes showing ‘the components of the story’. We share the first of those
themes.
In this edition, we carry an article titled ‘Planning for the Future’ which delves into the future plans of the Museum.
The mind map represented below illustrates the ‘story’ we want to tell as we make the Museum a place where the
wider community can appreciate the beginnings and ‘the goings on’ at the Factory.
Theme 1: A Factory for the Nation

Building the factory. Winter 1910
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From our archives - SAF safety booklet
Every so often we come across items in our archives that show the human side of the Factory. We assume this little
21-page hand made prototype booklet was assembled by somebody in the drafting office and edited by the manager
before printing by the Lithgow Mercury. We think the printed version has lost much of the charm of the original.
Some of the interior pages ...

The hand made copy and the final printed version:
covers and an interior page
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Collection feature - Prestwich Fluid Gauge
This beautiful fluid gauge was manufactured by J A
Prestwich & Co of Tottenham, London. The company,
founded in 1895, was famous in the motorcycle world for
J.A.P. engines and was a pioneer in cinematography.
In 1918, the Franklin Institute of America awarded a silver
medal to Prestwich for his invention of a fluid pressure
gauge which “permitted an unskilled person to take more
than 100 readings a minute to an accuracy of 0.0002 inch”.
The gauge is a comparator. The zero point and high
and low limits are set by placing a perfect template or
“standard” of the component onto the anvil. Components
are then tested by placing them, one after the other, into
the gauge to ensure they are within tolerance (the liquid
level staying within the set low and high limits).
In operation, a capillary tube
is inserted into a fluid filled
chamber which has a diaphragm
across the bottom. Pressure on
the measuring plunger deflects
the diaphragm forcing fluid up
the tube, the height of the fluid in
the tube giving a reading on the
scale. The magnification of this
type of comparator is usually of
the order of 1500.
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Featured firearm - German Belt Buckle Pistol
The pistol in our collection is chambered in 7.65 mm
(32 ACP) cartridge and is serial numbered 150. It has
a hinged cover plate that swings down to expose the
barrels and firing mechanism inside.

Few firearms will evoke more discussion from internet
forum experts, long time collectors and researchers
alike. Are they fake or genuine?
The story goes that a basic design of these pistols was
patented by Louis Marquis in 1934 with some being
made by various contractors for German officers and
agents as a clandestine, last ditch defence weapon.
Called ‘Koppelschosspistoles’, ‘belt buckle’ or ‘castle
pistols’, only around twelve known examples exist
in various configurations and calibres. Virtually no
original documentation exists to prove or disprove their
authenticity. A number are regarded as definite fakes,
having suspect markings, but others may be genuine.

There is a single, 50mm barrel block with two separate
barrels. This block is designed to spring open when the
release levers on the sides are depressed. Each barrel
is individually triggered and both are cocked each time
the barrel block is pushed into the closed position. The

To add to the intrigue, reputedly MI5 advised British
forces to be on guard against a secret weapon worn
by German SS officers; a belt buckle that turned into a
gun. An intelligence report states:
“The buckle is black, has a silver-coloured swastika
emblem, spreadeagled on the front. The buckle is
about 1inch x 2.5ins. The cover drops down and by
pushing a button a pistol flips out, pointing directly
to the front. By means of pressing more buttons, the
weapon can fire shots. If a person stood directly in
front of the buckle he would be shot.”
There is also a G-2 Periodic Report (1945) that warns
about a “Double barrelled belly button pistol M-1” An
accompanying photograph shows a British soldier
wearing a captured 7.65mm double barrel belt buckle
pistol.

front cover has the German Eagle emblem affixed to
the front. Inside is marked ‘Louis Marquis W-Elberfeld’.
The underside is stamped: “bln / 7.65 mm DRP / 150”.

We know of an identical pistol, serial number 152, in an
Australian collection and another very similar but not
identical pistol, serial number 158 in the United States
NRA museum.
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Collection additions
Agar underhammer percussion rifle - This unusual
rifle was made c.1840, most likely in America. The
scroll-engraved receiver is marked “RICHARD AGAR”.
The faux damascus octagonal barrel is in .41 calibre
with wide two-groove rifling. The rifle is fitted with a two
fold rear sight and an unusual front sight with two small
ears. It would have been a high quality rifle in its day.

the hammer. The cylinder is removed for loading and
unloading and the gun is hand cocked.

Ward Model 3A Capstan lathe - As shown by the
brass tag bearing a SAF Plant Unit (PU) number, this
lathe would have been purchased at one of the SAF
auctions. It is 1940s vintage and has been modified
from its original 3-phase operation to single phase.
Black powder percussion target rifles - Of these
three home made underhammer rifles, the top one is of
particular interest, having Lithgow made components:
Slazenger Model 24 stock; experimental No 6 Jungle
Carbine forewood; and appeture sight appearing to be
made up of Central sight parts. It was almost certainly
made at the Factory as a foreign order. It, and the rifle
at bottom, are based on a Martini .310 Cadet rifle.
The second rifle is built on an old shotgun. It’s maker
named it “Black Bitch”, and registered it as such.

Gem pattern air rifle - These rifles were made by a
number of German companies between the wars. Their
design was based on the Quackenbush. The action is
broken open to load and cock and they were made in a
number of different calibres - this one .177.

Hand made revolver - This .22 revolver was possibly
made by a back yard gunsmith or as a foreign order
in an engineering premises. It is well made, if a little
unconventional. The 7-chamber cylinder lacks index
teeth and a pawl to turn it. A spring loaded ball in the
frame locks into cylinder circumference indents to
position for firing. The cylinder, rotated by hand after
each shot, can be turned either direction meaning a
spent cartridge could accidentally be placed under

3-spindle sensitive drill
This drill was made at the
Factory before World War II.
It is in original condition set
up for overhead belt drive and
is a perfect complement to
the one in our collection that
has been converted to motor
driven.
The Factory made many of
these drills for their own use
and supplying them to other
Government factories around
Australia. We believe some
were also sold commercially.
Invitation for an ‘open day’
in 1948 - This invitation was to
employees families. It appears
there were invitations made up
for each section - this one, for
the Heat Treatment section.
AEMWFA Union ephemera
Collection of items includes
a rule book, pence card
and receipts and meeting
notifications kept by Irene Scott
from her days of membership of
the Arms, Explosives & Munition
Worker’s Federation of Australia
during World War II.
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Volunteer spotlight - Donna White
What does snooker, paint and butterfly have in common? If you don’t know then
think Donna White. Yes, Donna does have a rare mix of talent. In fact, there’s
a thread of plausibility in being able to squeeze balls into a pocket while putting
your foot into a full paint tin and doing all of this when you’re ‘off with the fairies’.
You see, Donna is just one of those people who has a knack for doing the
unexpected. She was an NSW Women’s snooker champion. She has a love
for science and digital electronics, having gained qualifications in Electrical
Engineering after experiencing the world of software engineering. And when her
former partner passed away, her commitment to him of continuing the work of
the Museum instilled a passion like no other.
Born in Cootamundra, Donna has been involved with the Museum from the start. And since 2009, she has been the
Museum Custodian positioning the Museum on both the local and international stage.
Asked about her approach, Donna said ‘at times, I’m told I need a ‘stop button’. But that’s my passion coming
through as I want this Museum to become the most patronised and recognised industrial heritage site in Australia,
bringing knowledge and inspiration to all who walk through its doors’.
Engineering, science and technology are in her DNA and she firmly believes this facility provides the foundations
for all to learn and be educated not only on history but importantly on the ingenuity of our past generations and the
pioneering modernisation of this site on the nation’s manufacturing capabilities.
In looking back over the past 10 years in the Custodian role, Donna’s two key triumphs have been in bringing to
life the display of Ron Hayes firearms and fulfilling a long-term and hardfought ambition to secure the future of the museum, and pushing it further
than many expected to obtain not only the museum’s building, but the GMS
and canteen as well. This has been made possible by the dedication of the
volunteers,
led by Kerry Guerin, and before him, the late John Wray.
Google reviews ...

From our Visitors ...

Brilliant place for any one with
an interest in Australian history, it
shows just how much more than
firearms the Lithgow Small Arms
produced.

Trip Advisor ...
I’m interested in historic firearms,
but also in military history. To see
the connection of a town and
it’s people with supporting our
troops in wartime, and the desire
to be self sufficient as much as
possible for our own defence
was very interesting for me.
While it would be a big
undertaking, I’d like to see
more information in the display
showing where, when and how
the various firearms were used.
A work in progress was the old
machines in another building,
shown to us by one of the
volunteers. Again, a lot of work,
but this has the potential to be
a fascinating insight into the
manufacturing processes to
showcase not just the finished
products.

‘I’m proud of the work we’ve done as I believe this is making us a more
balanced organisation recognising both firearms and engineering
excellence’, Donna said. ‘The opportunities I foresee gives me confidence
that we will become a Museum where exhibits, conferences, seminars,
working displays and ‘one stop shop’ research and informational repository
services will be our core business’, she said.
Donna added ‘It is not hard to conceive that one day we will have paid
staff. We will move from being a regional museum to one where our income
stream and patronage will allow us to be more commercially based with
international reach’.
This is no mean feat. Various marketing strategies will be put in place to
broaden the Museum’s reach and ensure relevance to a much broader
community, with ongoing stakeholder support.
Away from day to day operations, apart from tending to her spoiled felines
and the odd bushwalk, Donna finds time to immerse herself in the world
of the technologist. Dr Google is her greatest asset as she delves into the
bowels of the Prestwich gauge, a 1940’s Spectrometer, an early 1900s
Blueprint Machine and the 1910 Pratt & Whitney 303 rifle. Wow, what a mind!
But when Donna wants to let her ‘hair down’, she does it in style. On one
occasion she and Kerry visited the Living Desert Sculptures in Broken Hill
to take photographs while getting an overall tan from head to toe in the
Australian outback. It didn’t last long as unexpected Japanese tourists
interrupted proceedings and an air of respectability brought both of them
back to earth before they were caught in camera view.
Well done Donna, your dedication and devotion inspires us all but go easy
on the Einstein stuff.
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Progressing the Museum
Policies and Procedures
We’ve made progress. Thanks to the assistance of
Max and Anna Underhill of Maxumise Consulting,
we’ve mapped the policies and procedures we believe
are required. They are grouped around four themes of
governance, administration, museum operations and
human resources.
The policies governing the way the LSAFM will operate
is depicted in the following Policy Framework. For each
of the policies, a series of procedures will be developed
in accordance with a structured template to ensure
relevance of detail, consistency of approach and ease
of managing. Our plan completion is Quarter 1, 2019
for all documentation.

Workshopping with Max and Anna
In our first newsletter edition, we briefly alluded to our
plans to develop and/or update the various policies and
procedures of the Museum. It is a task which will take
time but once completed it will be a must read for all.

The work we did with Maxumise Consulting has been
invaluable. We believe other volunteer led museums
would benefit enormously from the process adopted
by Maxumise and bringing those museums to Lithgow
for a day long session is what we are planning to do in
coming months.

Lithgow Small
Arms Factory
Museum

Constitution

Governance

Administration

Acts etc

Museum
Operations

Governance Policy
[dealer &
custodian,
succession]

Risk Management
Policy
[continuance]

Finance & Admin
incl. Fin Del
[procurement]

Preparing a Policy

Collections
Management
Policy

Firearms
Management

Planning &
Reporting Policy

Membership,
Subscription and
Donations,
Sponsors Policy

Collection & Asset
Administration

Property &
Maintenance

Archives & Library
Policy

Marketing Policy
[incl social media]

Trustee
Nomination Policy
[maybe procedure]

Audit Review
Policy

Data Management
[computerising info
and access]

Security [access
,keys] policy

Visitor [Research]
Services

OH&S & Wellbeing

Exhibition
policy

Armoury Policy

Human
Resources

Ethics and
Standards

Working with our
People Policy
[Lsafm to others]

Volunteering/
Working for
LSAFM

Training and
Induction Policy

Volunteer position available
The Museum is seeking to recruit a Volunteers Coordinator to lead the development of our Volunteers
program. Your overall focus will involve assessing, informing and coordinating the volunteer requirements
of the organisation, inclusive of selection, on-boarding, training, rewarding and recognising the organisation
volunteers.
This position is an ongoing role with an initial requirement to be available on Tuesdays and Thursdays between
9.30am and 3pm. After an initial 4-week establishment period, we would envisage one day per fortnight.
For more information please email admin@lithgowsafmusuem.org.au

